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Lyrebird Cecelia Ahern Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: The Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller. She will change
your life forever... In the south-west of Ireland, rugged mountains meet bright blue lakes and thick forests.
Deep in the woods, a young woman lives alone, forever secluded from the world, her life a well-kept secret.
She possesses an extraordinary talent, the likes of which no-one has seen before: a gift that will earn her the
nickname Lyrebird. When Solomon stumbles into Laura´s solitary existence, her life is turned on its head.
Pulled from her peaceful landscape to the cacophony of Dublin, she is confronted by a world desperate to

understand her. But while Solomon knows the world will embrace Laura, will it free her to spread her wings -
or will it trap her in a gilded cage? Like all wild birds, she needs to fly free... Lyrebird is a thoughtful, deeply
moving love story; a story of the wild heart in us all and the quiet that lies underneath the world´s noise.
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